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As I said yesterday the lump of red flesh is what is referred to in Sanskrit as furidana (I

don’t know what word Roshi is saying here.  I tried to look up in a Sanskrit dictionary what he is saying, but had no

luck.  I must be spelling very wrong. 老様、何の梵語の言葉をおっしゃていっらしゃいますか？).  There are

many different interpretations of this, but one way it is looked at is that furidana is the physical

heart itself.  

In Tathagata Zen, however, furidana is interpreted to mean the activity that forms all of

us, and simultaneously forms this world that is our home.  Personifying that activity we can call

it the mind activity or the heart activity.  Of course we have the heart activity as our content, but

not just us.  This Great Cosmos itself also has the heart activity as its content.   It is the activity

of heart that is forming the Great Cosmos.  Every single existent being, in fact, is the same in

this.   Every single existent being has the heart  activity  as its  content,  and through the heart

activity it is formed.  

According to Buddhism, when we look carefully at the heart activity we see it is made of

tatha-gata  and  tatha-agata.    The  activities  of  tatha-gata  and  tatha-agata  manifest  the  heart

activity.  

Especially in Tathagata Zen we say that Zen itself is an activity.  To do the Zen activity is

to  do the  activity  of  both  tatha-gata  and tatha-agata.   Tathagata  Zen further  says  that  same

activity in Buddhism has always been called the Dharma activity, therefore to do Zen is to do the

Dharma activity.  

At least as one answer to the question, "What is Zen?"  in Tathagata Zen we can simply

answer, "Zen is the Dharma activity."  

And as I just said, when we personify the Dharma activity we can name it the activity of

heart.

Yesterday I spoke about one way of describing the Dharma activity: as a flower opening
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and closing.  Just in the same way as a flower opens and closes, the Dharma activity acts.  

I have been trying to describe the Dharma activity over these first four days.

I think that after listening to the first four teishos about the Dharma activity, all of you

should at least understand that there is no way to understand the Dharma activity with a flat way

of thinking.  Somehow you have to throw out that flat way of thinking, and replace it with a

spherical, solid way of thinking if you are ever going to come to understand the Dharma activity.

First I want you to carefully grasp what Rinzai means by the  lump of red flesh.  He is

talking about the cosmic Buddha, Vairochana.  He is talking about the condition that has nothing

in opposition to it, the condition that has no thought, not form, that has annihilated all opposition.

The heart activity acts with plus and minus as its content, and plus and minus come to

totally experience each other.  That condition is what Rinzai is naming the lump of red flesh.

The lump of red flesh, that is the one and only true thing, is the true man of no rank.

Here, for the first time, Rinzai uses the word man, person, nin 人, and when he calls it the true

man, true means the one and only man there is, the man that there are not two of.  This person is

in utter strictness and severity manifesting no thinking, no rank, no  comparisons.  

The person who has no comparisons, who is beyond all comparing, is the person who

does not need to have any other people outside of itself,  and does not need to reject anyone

either.  

One word in this original expression is "ari 有り"  which means to have, or to exist, the

lump of red flesh has the true man of no rank, there is a true man of no rank.  That means the

lump of red flesh is manifesting the true man of no rank.  The lump of red flesh is manifesting

the true human being that has no thinking or comparing.  The lump of red flesh is manifesting

the true man without rank.  That means the man does not belong to being or non-being. It is not a

living man or a dead man.  I don’t know if this comes through in the English translation, but this

is what Rinzai is saying!

What I want you to do is to sit zazen and carefully contemplate that the lump of red flesh

is the Great Cosmos itself, is absolute space itself.  That state is neither being nor non-being,

neither I nor Mu.  That condition is neither doing the living activity nor the dying activity.  That
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is what in Buddhism is called the activity of emptiness.  We call it emptiness, or  shunyata, or

Mu.  Be careful though, when Mu is used to refer to that state it neither belongs to being nor non-

being.  When Tathagata Zen describes this condition that has no comparisons, this one and only

state there truly is, we say it is an activity in which plus and minus are completely experiencing

each other.  They totally experience each other at the same time.  

It is easy to interpret this part of the text to mean that the activity is happening right in

front of your eyes.  You might think this means that the activity is going in and out in front of

your eyes, but that is not the correct interpretation.  There is you, and then there is the condition

in front of your eyes.  These can be seen as two distinct conditions.  And this expression in the

text could be understood to mean that the true man of no rank is appearing from the "I am" self

that is different from the condition in front of it, but that is not correct.  This has always been

said to be a hard part to understand.

Plus does the plus activity and manifests complete space. Minus does the minus activity,

and  through  that  manifests  perfect  space.   The  plus  world  and  the  minus  world  then  will

undoubtedly meet each other.  

It will, however, become very difficult to understand what kind of activity exactly is the

plus activity, and exactly what is meant by the minus activity, if you are thinking in a flat way.

You  have  to  find  a  way  to  contemplate  spherically  when  you  contemplate  the  relationship

between plus and minus.

Part of mathematics is called geometry, but if you are just using flat geometric thinking,

plane geometry, there is no possible way you can get a hold on this activity that I am describing.

I am not a mathematician, and so I am not really sure about this, but I imagine there is a field of

geometry called solid geometry, or spherical geometry, as opposed to plane geometry, and that is

the kind of thinking I am trying to push you to do in order to contemplate the meeting of plus and

minus.  This is the kind of thinking you must do in order to manifest the wisdom that can grasp

the Dharma activity, that can grasp the relationship between plus and minus. 

The  expanding  and  contracting  activities  are  acting  in  one  shared  place,  therefore

inevitably they meet each other.  
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Just as inevitably that meeting gets broken through, and then the plus activity, still doing

plus,  experiences  that  entire  home,  and  simultaneously  the  minus  activity,  through  minus

experiences everything.  

There  are  two  or  three  mathematicians  among  us  here,  now,  and  so  if  you  don’t

understand this kind of thing please go and ask them about it.  They can explain it to you.  

Tathagata Zen is very kind and careful in teaching about the meeting of plus and minus.

We say that in the beginning plus is at the origin of plus, and minus is at the origin of minus,

before they have met.  And then they begin their activities of expanding and contracting.  And

then they meet each other.  This is how you have to contemplate the meeting of plus and minus.

Therefore, you have to interpret the words in the text, "going in and out of,"  "leaving and

entering," to mean the activities of plus and minus themselves leaving their origins, meeting each

other, breaking through each other, and then arriving at the origin of the other. 

When plus  and minus  meet  each other,  break  through that  meeting,  experience  each

other, and arrive at each other's  origins, they have manifested zero.  But we caution you: they

have manifested zero, but they have not manifested the total, complete zero.

I  wonder  if  you  understand  this?   People  who  have  studied  solid  geometry  will

immediately give me their understanding when they hear this kind of teisho.  They will think to

themselves, "Yes that it!  That makes perfect sense."  

Where had the plus activity been acting before he met minus?  What kind of a world had

he been experiencing and manifesting.  Isn’t it true that he had been manifesting the plus world,

and then he met minus?  And, minus, doing minus, in the minus world has met plus having

experienced half of the total world.  Tathagata Zen says, Can’t you see that the worlds of plus

and minus have met each other here!?  Meeting each other they both think, "Ahhh, it is so good

to see you," and I suppose we can say that they stop here.  

The Dharma activity, however, in fact, doesn’t stop.  Without fail the activities break

through each other, and now plus is acting in the world of minus.  He is now acting in the world

that minus had already manifested, and now plus is acting in that world of minus.  And right at

the same time minus breaks through plus, and now minus is doing the activity of acting in the
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world made by plus, just as plus is experiencing minus.  This is what breaking through means.

This  activity  happens  at  the  same time.   That  means  plus  and minus  experience  each other

simultaneously, and will then arrive at each other's  origins simultaneously.  

Buddhism is the teaching that very strictly emphasizes simultaneous functioning.  

At the very same time plus and minus both manifest the activity of experiencing each

other, and the result of that activity is that plus and minus both simultaneously have experienced

half of the entire body, half of the entire thing. 

This is when plus and minus are at each other's  origins, and because they have reached

the very origin of the other, they are both in the same situation of having no further place they

can move into. 

Tathagata Zen says that here, when plus and minus are at each other's  origins they are

still in relationship with each other.  They are influencing each other.  The expanding activity

influences the contracting activity, and vice versa.  They are pulling each other.  They are always

influencing each other, and in relationship with each other.  

This is when, if we do posit  the existence of consciousness onto the plus and minus

activities, plus and minus both become lonely.  The loneliness that arises here comes from the

fact that they have not been able to yet experience the entire body, their entire shared home.  The

Dharma activity is acting will-lessly, but as a by-by-product of the Dharma activity the emotion

of feeling lonely is manifest.

This feeling of loneliness, that comes from the fact that they have only experienced half

of the entire home, and so they do the activity of turning around, and begin to return to their own

origins, in order to get rid of this loneliness, by experiencing the entire world. 

If plus and minus did have "I am" selves in this situation, and the fixated those "I am"

selves, then even the desire to turn around, and do the activity of experiencing the entire one

shared  home  wouldn’t  arise.   If  they  self  is  fixated,  then  even  the  thought  of  wanting  to

experience the whole world would not arise.  

Truly, however, it is utterly natural for plus and minus to feel lonely here, because they

have only experience half of the whole.  Because plus and minus are influencing each other the
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loneliness, the feeling that something is missing, comes up.

Plus is here at the origin of minus, and minus is at the origin of plus, and they do an about

face.  And even to do the about face the plus must take up the minus activity, must take the form

of the minus activity.

The way this is taught in Tathagata Zen is to say that simultaneously minus, at the origin

of plus, also turns around, knowing that now she must do plus in order to experience the entire

world.  

The original nature of the self is to never fixate the self.  Plus does not fixate itself as

plus, and minus does not fixate herself as minus.  Plus and minus both take the form of the other

at the times when they must complete their experience of their one shared world.  

Therefore, in this case, both activities must do the activity of henge 変化.  Hen means to

change, and ge means to transform, to take the form of.  This ge 化  character is used in words

like phantom, ghost, and disguise.  This is the sort of activity, of phantoming, incarnating, that

plus and minus must do here in order to return to their original places of birth.  

Plus manifests the self who changes, and changes into minus, and minus changes herself

into plus.  

These selves, who are now going back to their own place of birth, their own home town,

their own origin; be very careful to not make a mistake about what kind of a world, now, they are

acting in!  What kind of a world do they have to act in when they are doing the activity of

returning to their own origins?  You have to investigate for yourselves what kind of a world they

are acting in, if you are going to be able to answer!  I bet you are going to say, "I don’t know!"

What can I do for you if you still don’t understand!?  This is the part where I really should not

teach  you.   It  is  much  kinder,  in  fact,   to  demand  that  all  of  you  experience  this  part  for

yourselves.  But it is, after all, pretty hard to experience this, so I will just explain a little bit

about it, for reference.  
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Just as one word of warning I will remind you that in this situation you are doing the

activity of the opposite from you, but you are acting in your own world in order to return to your

source.  When you are acting in your world there is no need to think about anything.  You are

totally manifesting zero!

Then, one more time plus and minus meet each other.  

I have been telling you that when they first met, and broke through that meeting, they

gave forth one hundred millionth of themselves in order to break through.  Then they separated.

That became imperfect space.  Perfect space is something that nobody can see, and has no need

to be seen.  In Tathagata Zen, in Buddhism, there is a special word for absolute space, koku 虚空.

  That means true space.  Space itself.  The space, however, that is formed through plus and

minus giving an imperfect amount of themselves, one hundred millionth, or however much they

give, is imperfect space, not true, absolute space.  Therefore we have a different word for it.  We

call imperfect space kukan 空間.  Kukan is the space that people can see.  Koku is the space that

nobody can see.  

When you look out to the great space, when you look up to the great sky, to the Great

Cosmos, that space that you are seeing is kukan, imperfect space.  Your eyes can never see the

real thing, the absolute, true space.  Space itself cannot be seen by human beings. It is not really

studying Zen until you do zazen in which you are carefully contemplating this difference.  You

must carefully contemplate the difference between true, absolute space and imperfect space.  

The way this is taught in Tathagata Zen is to say that simultaneously minus, at the origin

of plus, also turns around, knowing that now she must do plus in order to experience the entire

world.  

The original nature of the self is to never fixate the self.  Plus does not fixate itself as

plus, and minus does not fixate herself as minus.  Plus and minus both take the form of the other

at the times when they must complete their experience of their one shared world.  

Therefore, in this case, both activities must do the activity of henge.  He means to change,

and ge means to transform, to take the form of.  This ge character is used in words like phantom,

ghost, and disguise.  This is the sort of activity, of phantoming, incarnating, that plus and minus
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must do here in order to return to their original places of birth.  

Plus manifests the self who changes, and changes into minus, and minus changes herself

into plus.  

These selves, who are now going back to their own place of birth, their own home town,

their own origin, be very careful to not make a mistake about what kind of a world, now, they are

acting in!  What kind of a world do they have to act in when they are doing the activity of

returning to their own origins.  You have to investigate for yourselves what kind of a world they

are acting in, if you are going to be able to answer!  I bet you are going to say, "I don’t know!"

What can I do for you if you still don’t understand!?  This is the part where I really should not

teach  you.   It  is  much  kinder,  in  fact,   to  demand  that  all  of  you  experience  this  part  for

yourselves.  But it is, after all, pretty hard to experience this, so I will just explain a little bit

about it, for reference.  

Just as one word of warning I will remind you that in this situation you are doing the

activity of the opposite from you, but you are acting in your own world in order to return to your

source.  When you are acting in your world there is no need to think about anything.  You are

totally manifesting zero!

Then, one more time plus and minus meet each other.  

I have been telling you that when they first met, and broke through that meeting, they

gave forth one hundred millionth of themselves in order to break through.  Then they separated.

That became imperfect space.  Perfect space is something that nobody can see, and has no need

to be seen.  In Tathagata Zen, in Buddhism, there is a special word for absolute space, koku.

That means true space.  Space itself.  The space, however, that is formed through plus and minus

giving and imperfect amount of themselves, one hundred millionth, or however much they give,

is imperfect space, not true, absolute space.  Therefore we have a different word for it.  We call

imperfect space kukan.  Kukan is the space that people can see.  Koku is the space that nobody

can see.  

When you out to the great space, when you look up to the great sky, to Great Cosmos,

that space that you are seeing is kukan, imperfect space.  Your eyes can never see the real thing,
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the absolute, true space.  Space itself cannot be seen by human beings. It is not really studying

Zen until  you do zazen in which you are carefully contemplating this difference.   You must

carefully contemplate the difference between true, absolute space and imperfect space.  

When plus and minus meet each other they have not experienced all of absolute, true

space, koku.  They have only experienced half of koku.  

In Tathagata Zen we teach that when plus and minus are at each other's  origins then they

take the form of the other.  They change themselves into the other.  The man takes the form of a

woman, and woman takes the form of man.  Then they turn around and begin going back to their

own origins.  

Then these two comrades in being disguised, these two transformed friends, on their way

back home, meet each other again.  

When  they  are  going  back  home  they  end  up  meeting  that  imperfect  space.   The

imperfect space itself has both plus and minus as its content.  It has one hundred millionth of

plus, and also one hundred millionth of minus, both as its content.  

This is the place of great emotion and passion.  This is when both plus and minus are

deeply moved, to really be meeting their child.

The minus activity here, who has changed herself into plus, and is doing plus, meets the

child.  We call this child the child of the dharmakaya.  When she meets the dharmakaya child,

she takes back the minus part of that dharmakaya child she had previously given in order to birth

it, and becomes the complete minus activity, and returns to her own origin.  

Plus also has transformed himself, and now doing minus he meets the dharmakaya child,

and takes back the plus part of that child, and now is the pure, complete plus activity.  Being the

complete, perfect plus activity he can immediately return to his own origin.  

Now, having returned to their own places of origin, again plus and minus turn around.

And now they manifest  the wisdom that knows that they are holding their  one shared home

together.  They are sharing in the holding of this great absolute space.

So when in the text it says "going in and out of," or "leaving and entering," the way we

have to interpret it as referring to the activities of expanding and contracting.  
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When you sit  in  zazen you should be contemplating  the simultaneous functioning of

tatha-gata  and tatha-agata.   Tatha-gata  and tatha-agata  are  always acting together.   They are

experiencing each other.  They never separate from each other.  Even when they do separate

from each other, it is not true separation, because they are always in the same one shared world.

And of course, when they totally unify with each other then there is no "I am" self, and they are

manifesting the complete zero activity that has no self.  

The "I am" self will appear, without fail, but you must carefully contemplate, and firmly

know for yourselves that it is the very nature of the "I am" self to be annihilated.  

Without the "I am" self disappearing the perfect self, the cosmic Buddha Vairochana will

never appear.  

Instead of understanding that you have to have your self disappear, you want to stay stuck

in your "I am" self, and be saved by God, or see God.  That is just stupid.  That is asking for the

impossible.  That is like the peevish, petulant talk of a spoiled child!  (dadako 駄々子)  People

who come for zazen are all like this.  They all are like little babies, pouting, and peevishly asking

for the impossible.  In the beginning everyone is thinking that they want to stay stuck in their "I

am" selves and meet God, or be saved by God.    If  you insist  on  fixating  your  "I  am" self,

then it doesn’t matter how much you study, how much knowledge you fill that "I am" self with.

You will always be studying, whatever it is you study, from the "I am" point of view, and so, it

will only serve to backfire on you.  The more you study the more you will become attached to

yourself.  The more you study the more sentimentally, lovingly you will attach to yourself, and

you will never be able to really study Zen.  You will never come to truly lose yourself, and

manifest the true person that Rinzai is talking about.

This activity I am describing was first named by the founder of Buddhism the activity of

engi, pratitya-samutpada.  The activity of so called pratitya-samutpada, dependent co-origination,

is the activity of plus and minus facing and unifying, being distinct and being one, over and over

again.  

You will first come to manifest the wisdom that knows the nature of your self and the

nature of this world by studying the activity of dependent co-origination, and then putting that
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into practice.  

Then Rinzai faces everyone and asks, "If you have not experienced this for yourself yet,

then you should experience it!  So, have you experienced this or not!?"

終

The End
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